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December 24, 2019
Mauryn McDonald, PE
Chief Engineer
Guam Waterworks Authority
Gloria B. Nelson Public Service Building
688 Route 15
Mangilao, Guam 96913
Attention: Garrett Yeoh
RE:

Change Proposal 02 for Design Services for GWA’s Pressure Zone Realignment and Tank
Repair/Replacement, GWA Project W18-001-BND
Water Loss Control Program Development

Dear Ms. McDonald:
GHD is pleased to submit this change proposal to amend our Scope of Work and Fee for the Pressure Zone
Realignment and Tank Repair/Replacement (Pressure Zone Realignment) project. This scope of work
defines the additional design services GHD and our subconsultant, Water Systems Optimization, Inc.
(WSO), will provide for Phase 3 of the Water Loss Control Program. More specifically, the design services
will include the development of a plan to implement District Metered Areas (DMA) island-wide and the
construction documents to execute four sites that resulted from the DMA Conversion report prepared by
WSO and delivered to GWA November 2019. The original project scope will be amended on a lump sum
basis per the fees in the table below.
SCOPE OF WORK
The first step will be the Phase 3 Water Loss Control Program Development to be prepared by WSO. The
detailed scope of work, dated October 2019, is attached. The plan will include identification of DMA
infrastructure requirements to implement the DMAs in Task 4 of the attached scope of work. GHD will
provide project oversight and coordination between the original Pressure Zone Realignment scope of
work. Efforts will be coordinated with the design and construction documents of the Pressure Zone
Realignment in the determination of DMAs. GHD will review the infrastructure requirements identified
under Task 4 of the WSO scope of work for suitability with GWA’s water system and the climate on
Guam.
Secondly, GHD will prepare construction documents to execute the infrastructure requirements to convert
four temporary DMAs under Phase 2 of the WSO original scope to permanent DMAs. The design will
follow the recommendations in the report “DMA Conversion – Recommendations for Conversion of the
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Temporary DMAs to Permanent DMAs.” The four DMAs are Asan-Piti, Mataguac, Nimitz Estates, and
Windward-Talafofo. These recommendations included battery-powered flow meters, data loggers and
M2M data transmission that do not communicate with GWA’s SCADA system. No electrical or SCADA
design will be provided under this scope of work. The documents will include specifications, plans, cost
estimates, and bid forms necessary for bidding and permit submittal to DPW. The documents will be
integrated with construction documents for a phase of the Pressure Zone Realignment. GHD will prepare
and submit the following:
 Multidiscipline plans at 30%, 60%, 90%, and Final completion levels per the requirements for
Pressure Zone Realignment.
 Construction cost estimate based on the 60% and 100% design plans and specifications. These
estimates will be Class 3 and 2 respectively in accordance with the AACE International Cost
Estimate Classification System.
GHD shall coordinate with Guam Environmental Protection Agency and Department of Public
Works at the 90% submittal. This includes submitting 11x17 plans, one meeting with each, and
incorporating any relevant regulation requirements in the design.
ASSUMPTIONS AND EXCEPTIONS
 This change proposal only applies to the scope of work and contract amount. The terms of the
original executed agreement still apply.
 The scope to prepare construction documents for the execution of the infrastructure
improvements for permanent DMAs is limited to the specific sites listed above. If infrastructure
requirements are needed for more sites, GHD will negotiate a fee adjustment.
 GHD’s scope of work assumes that existing conditions are accurately defined by WSO and
SCADA and electrical design are excluded. The fee will be renegotiated for design changes based
on differing conditions from those defined by WSO.
 Property and right-of-way research and acquisition will be provided by GWA.
 Survey services are excluded. It is assumed that the existing site conditions can be prepared based
on field hand measurements, utility locations from aboveground utility appurtenances, and asbuilt drawings.
 Construction Bid Support Services are excluded.
 Construction Management Services are excluded.
The fee will be adjusted accordingly if designs are needed at less than 30 sites or less than four
different sets of contract documents are prepared for bidding. The fees for specifications and bid
plans apply if the documents are combined into a set with improvements from the original
Pressure Zone Realignment scope of work.

FEE SCHEDULE FOR ADDITIONAL DESIGN SERVICES
TASKS

TOTALS

Original Contract Amount

$2,511,097

WSO fee and GHD markup

$287,500
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GHD Project Management and Coordination
GHD Construction Documents
 4 sites at $11,000 each
 Enclosure Detailing $4,000
 Specifications Additions $2,500
 Cost Estimates $2,400
Subtotal Cost
Guam GRT (at 5.2%)
TOTAL CHANGE PROPOSAL COST
AMENDED CONTRACT AMOUNT

$14,800
$52,900

$355,200
$18,470
$373,670
$2,884,767

Work that exceeds the scope of this proposal will be brought to your attention for review, approval and
fee adjustment. Work performed will be billed monthly based on the estimated percent complete. We
stand ready to provide the professional services necessary to assist GWA in this endeavor.
Sincerely,

Aaron Sutton, PE, ENV SP
Project Manager
Attachments: WSO Phase 3 Water Loss Control Program Development Proposal, October, 2019
Cc:

file
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WATER SYSTEMS OPTIMIZATION, INC.

PROPOSAL SUBMISSION
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COVER LETTER
October 18, 2019
TO: GHD - Guam
Attn: Mr. Aaron Sutton, P. E.
GHD Guam Office Manager

FROM: Water Systems Optimization, Inc.
131 Kissling Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
Tel: 415-533-0419

Dear Mr. Sutton,
After successful completion of Phase 1 and 2 of the Guam Waterworks Authority (GWA) Water Loss
Control Program we are pleased to submit this scope for Phase 3 as requested during recent meetings
with GWA stakeholders.
Phases 1 and 2 have confirmed that there is a strong case for substantial cost recovery through the
implementation of a comprehensive water loss reduction project in GWAs distribution network.
In Phase 3, WSO will develop a water loss control program for GWA based on the island-wide
implementation of District Metered Areas, an approach proven successful during Phase 2. The aim is to
provide a long-term, sustainable and holistic approach to monitoring and managing water losses within
the GWA water supply and distribution network.
Our project team wholeheartedly believes that we are uniquely positioned to provide the best service to
GWA and its customers. Water Systems Optimization (WSO) respectfully submits the enclosed scope
with the intention that all of the required information is supplied. WSO will happily provide any further
clarification if needed.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at (786) 877-5752 or by email at
reinhard.sturm@wsoglobal.com.

Sincerely,

Reinhard Sturm
CEO/President – WSO

WSO Scope: GWA Phase 3 Water Loss Control Program Development
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Project Approach & Understanding
During the Phase 2 Pilot Project, the direct measurement of water losses in three pilot temporary
District Metered Areas (DMAs) supported and confirmed the results from the Phase 1 top-down water
audit - that physical water loss from leaking pipes is the major component of water loss for GWA.
In Phase 3 WSO will develop a water loss control program for GWA based on the island-wide
implementation of DMAs. The aim is to provide a long-term, sustainable and holistic approach to
monitoring and managing water losses within the GWA water supply and distribution network.
DMAs allow the direct measurement of water losses within the water network and can be used to set
targets for water loss reduction at the DMA, supply zone and system-wide level. Within each DMA, leak
detection and repair will be carried out to reduce water losses from detectable leaks and, where
necessary, pressure within the DMA will be managed downwards to further reduce losses from
background leaks. A DMA monitoring system will provide for the automated calculation of monthly
water loss volume within each DMA. This allows DMAs to be ranked in priority order according to their
volume of water loss. The long-term aim will be to reduce the water loss volume in each DMA to the
optimum economic level and to focus water loss control activity in those DMAs where water loss
increases above the economic level. This approach will ensure that GWA reduces the current markedly
high water-loss level and has in place a system to manage future water loss levels at the most economic
level.
The requested services include the development of a DMA implementation program that takes into
account the ongoing pressure zone realignment program and other relevant CIP and operational
programs.
WSO proposes the following steps to develop a DMA-based water loss water management program for
GWA.
1. Review existing zone realignment and CIP plans and hydraulic models.
2. Identify potential DMAs to provide maximum coverage of the water supply and distribution
network.
3. Identify the GWA customers inside each potential DMA to assess for DMA size and water
demand.
4. Identify DMA infrastructure requirements and costs including requirements for DMA meter
points, chambers, boundary valves, telemetry/SCADA and pressure management.
5. Produce a prioritized ranking of potential DMAs by ease / least cost implementation.
6. Develop a phased DMA implementation plan (3 to 5-year plan).
7. Produce draft scopes for the various project implementation elements (design, construction and
management).

WSO Scope: GWA Phase 3 Water Loss Control Program Development
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Task 1: Review of Existing Plans and Models
Task 1A: Zone Realignment Plan and Phasing
Review Zone Realignment Plan
WSO will review the ongoing zone realignment plan to understand the current and proposed network
configuration, as well as the associated realignment tasks (new PRVs etc.). WSO will also review the
phasing of the zone realignment work in order to understand the sequence in which the zones are being
realigned. This will feed into the later task where the DMA Implementation Plan is developed.
Task 1A outcomes:
• Understanding of the current and proposed network configuration
• Understanding of the order in which the pressure zones are being realigned
Task 1B: Hydraulic Model
Review Hydraulic Model Output
WSO will review the current hydraulic model of the GWA network, including the future scenarios that
cover the pressure zone realignment. This will improve the understanding of how the current network
configuration is performing and what effects the proposed pressure zone realignment work will have.
The model can also be used to test the proposed DMAs that are identified in Task 2.
Task 1B outcomes:
• Utilization of the hydraulic model to assist in understanding the performance of the current
network configuration
• Utilization of the hydraulic model to assist in understanding the performance improvements being
brought about by the proposed pressure zone realignment work
• Prepare for utilization of the hydraulic model to test potential DMAs
Task 1C: GIS
Review current GIS records
Obtain latest GIS records for the pipe network and customer locations for DMA design.
Task 1C outcomes:
• Utilization of GIS records for DMA design
Task 1D: Pressure Reducing Valve (PRV) Rehabilitation / Replacement Plans and any other relevant
CIP projects
Review the PRV Rehabilitation / Replacement Plans
WSO will review GWAs plans for rehabilitation and/or replacement of PRVs and all other relevant CIP
projects (pump station upgrades, new wells, etc.) to ensure these are taken into account in the DMA
identification phase.

WSO Scope: GWA Phase 3 Water Loss Control Program Development
Task 1D outcomes:
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• Understanding of GWAs PRV rehabilitation / replacement plans
• Understanding of relevant CIP projects

Task 2: Identification of Potential DMAs
Task 2A: Desk Study
WSO will carry out a desk study utilizing the data and understanding gained in Task 1 to identify all the
potential DMAs, including the potential DMA inlet points and boundaries. Each potential DMA will be
tested using the hydraulic model to ensure that it can be implemented without impacting on service
levels.
Task 2A outcomes:
• Draft list of potential DMAs with inlet points and boundaries
Task 2B: Site Visit to Potential DMA Inlet Locations
WSO will carry out a site visit to all potential DMA inlet locations to identify the optimal DMA inlet meter
point location.
Task 2B outcomes:
• DMA Inlet meter Location Point Plans.
Task 2C: Site Visit to Potential DMA Boundary Locations
The extent of each DMA boundary will be determined by inspection of the pressure zone details and the
distribution network records. The location of any boundary valve will be identified. All boundary valves
will be located and tested for operation including whether it can provide a water-tight shut when closed
off and tested for operation. Should a boundary valve be found to be inoperable or passing, it will need
to be replaced with a new boundary valve. Any boundary valve that cannot be located will need
excavating to enable testing.
Task 2C outcomes:
• DMA boundary valve plans, including list of valves that need to be replaced and new valves that
need to be installed
Task 2D: Site Visit all above-ground infrastructure in each potential DMA
The above-ground infrastructure (water tanks and pumping stations) in each DMA will be inspected to
determine what additional measurement devices (water level, inlet and outlet flow) are required to
ensure that the DMA water balance can be correctly calculated. This is particularly relevant for water
tanks within a DMA where water storage increases / decreases must be recognized to correctly calculate
water losses.
Task 2D outcomes:
• Identification of additional measurement requirements at above-ground infrastructure in each
DMA

WSO Scope: GWA Phase 3 Water Loss Control Program Development
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Task 2E: Non-intrusive DMA Inflow Measurement and Preliminary Water Loss Assessment
Where possible, the DMA inflow will be measured using non-intrusive techniques (logging of existing
meters and/or use of clamp-on ultrasonic flow meters). This will enable a preliminary water loss
assessment for the potential DMA to be carried out.
Task 2E outcomes:
• DMA Inlet flow measurement (where possible)
• DMA Water Loss Assessment where inflow measurement is possible

Task 2F: DMA Pressure Data Collection
Pressure data will be collected in each potential DMA using both normal and high-frequency data
loggers to assess the pressure profile and determine the scope for pressure management in the DMA.
Task 2E outcomes:
• DMA pressure data
• Identification of scope for pressure management in the DMA
Task 2G: Zero Pressure Tests
Where possible, a Zero Pressure Test (ZPT) will be carried out in the potential DMA. This entails closing
the main inlet supply valve for the zone and recording the pressure at selected locations within the
zone. All boundary valves will be manually sounded during the ZPT to make sure they close tightly and
are not allowing water to pass into the zone. Should the zone fail the ZPT (positive pressure remains
within the zone) then extensive investigations will be needed to locate the zone breach. Additional
boundary valves may be required if zone breaches are identified.
Task 2E outcomes:
• Confirmed DMA boundary
• Need for additional boundary valves

Task 3: Customer Identification per DMA
WSO will utilize the existing GWA customer billing data to identify the number of customers and the
current customer demand within each potential DMA. This will be used in the assessment of DMA
water losses for those DMAs where temporary inflow measurement has been possible.
Task 3 outcomes:
•
•

Number of customers in each potential DMA
Current customer demand in each potential DMA

WSO Scope: GWA Phase 3 Water Loss Control Program Development
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Task 4: Identification of DMA Infrastructure Requirements
For each potential DMA, the infrastructure requirements needed to implement the DMA will be
identified, catalogued and provisionally costed. These will include:
•
•
•
•
•

Preliminary DMA meter point pipework design and costing
Preliminary DMA meter point chamber design and costing
DMA boundary valve locations, including preliminary design for additional vales, where
necessary.
Preliminary DMA telemetry / SCADA requirements
Additional pressure management requirements

Task 4 outcomes:
•

Complete list of all DMA infrastructure requirements with preliminary design and costings

Task 5: Prioritization of Proposed DMAs
WSO will produce a priority ranking of the potential DMAs by ease of implementation and capital
investment needed (least cost first). This will drive the DMA Implementation Plan with the DMAs that
are easiest to implement and have lowest capital cost requirement being done first.
Task 5 outcomes:
•

Prioritized list of potential DMAs ranked by ease of implementation

Task 6: Develop DMA Implementation Plan
The prioritized list of potential DMAs will be used to develop a 3-year to 5-year DMA implementation
plan. The plan will take into account the pressure zone realignment work. The plan will set out in detail
the requirements for each DMA in terms of construction requirements, boundary valve operation,
telemetry and SCADA requirements, and additional pressure management requirements.
Task 6 outcomes:
•

DMA implementation Plan

Task 7: Develop Draft Scopes for Implementation Project Contracting Elements
WSO will develop draft scope of works for the Implementation Project contracting elements.
Task 7 outcomes:
•
•
•

Draft Scope for Construction Design and Specifications
Draft Scope for Water Loss Control Management including DMA boundary implementation, leak
detection, pressure management and ongoing monitoring of DMA water loss levels
Draft Scope for Leak Repair works

WSO Scope: GWA Phase 3 Water Loss Control Program Development
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In order to ensure that the project meets GWA WSD’s expectations and timeline, the project team will
schedule appropriate milestone meetings to discuss project findings and scheduling. In addition to the
project milestone meetings, the project team will schedule individual meetings with various
departments and stakeholders as necessary. Monthly progress reports will accompany the monthly
invoice that WSO will prepare.
After completing all tasks, the project team will develop a final report that includes an executive
summary, a description of the study process, all analyses conducted, and findings and recommendations
for implementing GWA’s water loss control program. Prior to submittal of the final report, WSO will
prepare a draft report for GWA staff review and incorporate comments received from GWA in preparing
the final report.
•
•
•

Monthly invoicing and progress update
Brief program report on water loss program recommendations
Slide deck for presenting water loss program
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4 PROJECT SCHEDULE AND COST
Project Schedule
WSO understands that time is of the essence for GWA, and we can guarantee that the project will be completed in the expected timeframe with
all deliverables by June 30, 2020 assuming a project start date no later than January 1, 2020.
WSO will update GWA staff regularly with project findings and the status of each task underway. WSO will conduct milestone meetings to
present and discuss project findings and adjust task schedules where necessary. WSO prides itself on being accessible and responsive – we will
be in close communication to ensure the on-time and complete delivery of the project’s objectives.
Additionally, WSO will schedule an in-person results presentation to discuss findings and recommendations.

January

PHASE 3

February

March

Task1: Review of existing plans and models
Task2: Identification of potential DMAs
Task3: Identification of Customers in DMAs
Task4: Identification of DMA Infrastructure Requirements
Task5: Prioritization of Proposed DMAs
Task6: Develop DMA Implementation Plan
Task7: Develop Draft Scopes for Implementation Project Contracting Element

Table 1: Proposed Project Schedule, Organized by Task

April

May

June
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Project Cost
Phase 3 lump sum cost is $250,000.
WSO will submit monthly invoices based on task percentage completion.
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APPENDIX A – PROJECT ORGANIZATIONAL CHART
PHASE 3:
This phase of the project will be led by Steve Preston. Reinhard Sturm will assist in a project advisory
role. Peter Jinks of WSO will serve as the project manager for this phase of the project. Peter will be
based in Guam for the duration of the project. Peter will be assisted by Kris Williams on data intake and
management. Kris Williams will mostly work remotely but it is planned for Kris or one of WSOs Leak
Detection Specialists to be on site to assist Peter Jinks during the DMA pressure data collection task.

Steve Preston
Project Director

Reinhard Sturm
Project Advisor

Peter Jinks

Project Manager

Kris Williams
NRW Specialist

WSO Leak
Detection
Specialist/s
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